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The termination of the a-Al2O3 (0001) surface: a LEED
crystallography determination
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Abstract

We have performed a tensor low-energy electron diffraction (TLEED) determination of 10 diffracted beams at off-normal incidence
from the (0001) surface of a-Al2O3 produced by oxygen plasma cleaning/annealing cycles. Structures with single domain O- or
Al-terminated surface layers give a poor agreement (Pendry R-factor=0.42). Such domains are related by steps in the (112:0)
direction that produce an extra plane of symmetry in the LEED pattern. Allowing a mixture of domains due to steps produces a
good agreement. An optimized mixture of 2:1 O/Al-terminated domains lowers the R-factor to 0.26 with an inner potential of
19.2 eV. At the R-factor minimum, we find that in both domains, the outermost atomic layer relaxes outward, with some twisting
and relief of buckling in deeper layers. An outward relaxation of the top layer is in disagreement with theoretical predictions.
However, such predictions are for vacuum-cleaved surfaces that are not realistic descriptions of the surface used in our experiment.
© 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction to about 1300 K improves the pattern. Further
heating to 1300–1700 K produces a complex

The corundum modification of alumina (E31×E31)R9° pattern resulting from loss of
(a-Al2O3) is an important material with oxygen from the surface. Heating in oxygen
applications as optical windows, masers and in restores the (1×1) pattern. Other metastable struc-
thin-film microelectronics applications. The sur- tures such as (E3×E3)R30° have also been
face chemistry of the principal growth planes, observed [2]. Intensity–voltage – I(V ) – curves for
particularly the c-plane (0001), of this material the specular beam at various incidence angles were
have been extensively studied with the surprising reported by Wei and Smith [4], but no surface
exception that the surface structures have not been crystallographic determination using modern
experimentally determined. LEED studies of the LEED methods has been reported.
(0001) surface have been made by several workers The surface of an alumina (0001) crystal can
[1–4]. In general, a surface freshly etched in phos- terminate in several ways, and there have been a
phoric acid yields a poor (1×1) pattern. Heating number of calculations aimed at predicting the

most stable alumina surfaces [5–8]. These uni-
* Corresponding author. Fax: (+1) 503 737 2062. formly predict the (1×1) Al2O3 (0001) surface to
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be terminated with a layer of Al atoms and show
significant displacements of surface atoms from
bulk positions.

We have recorded extensive LEED I(V ) data
for (1×1) Al2O3 (0001) at off-normal incidence
and compared these data with theoretical I(V )
curves produced using the latest tensor LEED
(TLEED) [9] codes. These codes perform a
directed search for the structure that best fits the
experimental data allowing the coordinates of all
the atoms in the surface unit cell to relax from
a trial structure. We find that both Al- and
O-terminated surfaces show a reasonable
agreement with the experimental data.

Fig. 1. Idealized corundum structure (u=1/2, v=1/3) for alu-
mina showing the locations of the aluminum and oxygen ions2. Bulk structure of a-Al

2
O

3 in the hexagonal unit cell. The angle between the x- and y-axes
is 120°. The aluminum ions are located on the heavy vertical

The bulk structure of the a-modification of lines, while the oxygen ions are located at the intersections of
the horizontal (dashed) lines.alumina is sufficiently complex such that it is

appropriate to first conduct a brief review of the
situation in the bulk before considering the surface
properties. Bulk a-Al2O3 (space group: R3:c) can
be described as a hexagonal unit cell containing
six formula units. It is also frequently described
by a rhombohedral unit cell containing two for-
mula units of Al2O3. For interionic distance calcu-
lations, use is often made of yet a different unit
cell that is rectangular rather than rhombohedral
or hexagonal. Such a cell is classified [10] as
orthohexagonal. For our purposes, the hexagonal
cell is convenient. The structure of a-Al2O3 is
closely related to the ideal corundum structure
(c/a=2E2) shown in Fig. 1. Here, the Al3+ ions

Fig. 2. Cross-section of the idealized (%) and real (Ω) arrange-lie along the c-axis in coplanar layers, filling 2/3
ment of aluminum ions in the hexagonal unit cell of alumina.of the octahedral holes between layers of O2− ions.
The value of c=2aE2 is used for the idealized structure. TheThese oxide layers are equidistant from each other,
aluminum ions in the ideal structure are coplanar, but in the

spaced 1/6 of the unit cell side c apart. In this real structure are in buckled layers.
idealized structure, the Al3+ ions (u=1/2) are
situated halfway between two oxide layers. In the
oxygen layers themselves, the O2− ions (v=1/3) each Al3+ ion are located at different distances,

as can be clearly seen in the cross-section shownare equidistant from each other, forming an exactly
hexagonal arrangement. in Fig. 3b. This displacement divides the six near-

est-neighbor oxygen ions into two triads of equiva-In reality, the Al3+ ions in Al2O3 do not form
coplanar layers but are buckled as shown in Fig. 2. lent ions located in two adjacent layers. In the

oxide layers, the O2− ions are also slightly shiftedAs a result, the two neighboring oxide layers to
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Fig. 4. Three possible surface terminations of the aluminaFig. 3. Top (a) and cross-setion (b) of a set of O–Al–O layers
(0001) surface that lead to crystallographically distinct surfacesin the ideal and real alumina hexagonal unit cell showing the
A, O-terminated; B, Al-bilayer terminated; C, Al-terminated.octahedron of nearest O neighbors [idealized (*) and real (0)
Each surface can be obtained from the previous one by remov-case] to an Al ion [idealized (*) and real (Ω) case].
ing a layer of O or Al ions.

laterally away from the ideal positions. In the
O2− layer furthest from the Al3+ ion, each triad
of oxide ions shrinks evenly towards the c-axis. In
the other layer, closest to the Al3+ ion, each triad
is expanded and twisted about the c-axis (see
Fig. 3a).

For unit cell parameters, we have used the recent
synchrotron data of Thompson et al. [11] who
reported a=4.759 Å, c=12.990 Å and u=0.352,
v=0.692.

3. Surface termination of a-Al
2
O

3

In most simple binary oxides, the (1×1) struc-
ture, where known [12], is close to a simple
truncated bulk structure. If we assume that the
surface structure of alumina is based on a trunca- Fig. 5. View down the C3 axis of the atoms in the O-terminated

A reference structure. The dashed line represents a mirror planetion of the bulk structure, then there are three
of symmetry introduced by steps (see text). The coordinates ofobvious simple model reference structures to inves-
the atoms are given in Table 1.

tigate that differ with respect to termination. These
are shown in Fig. 4. In termination A, the last
layer in the surface is an O layer. Removing just in the alumina structure, the LEED pattern at off-

normal incidence should not have any diffractionthis layer yields a structure B that is terminated
by an Al-bilayer. Structure C is an Al-termination beams that are related by symmetry. However,

any two (0001) surfaces with the same terminationresulting from removal of the top Al layer from
B. The layout of the surface unit cell for the but differing in thickness by (c/6)=2.16 Å (equiva-

lent to one Al–O–Al sandwich) are equivalent toA-termination is shown in Fig. 5.
The influence of steps is interesting. An each other via a mirror reflection about the

(112:0) plane (see Fig. 5). Steps of this type on anunstepped surface of a certain termination will
only possess a threefold symmetry axis. Because (0001) surface will mix LEED beams from

different terraces within the LEED coherence area.of the absence of any mirror planes of symmetry
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In general, this will not lead to new symmetries
between beams unless the electron beam is incident
along the step direction (112:0), in which case pairs
of symmetrically-related beams will result.

4. Experimental details

Single crystals of Al2O3 (0001), with dimensions
of 10×10×0.5 mm and polished one side, were
purchased from Johnson Matthey Alfa Aesar.
After pre-cleaning with acetone and methanol, a
back-reflection Laue camera was used to determine
any misorientation with the aid of a Greninger
net. Samples could be misaligned by as much as
1.8°. It is commonly found that commercial sap-

Fig. 6. Alumina sample holder. The maximum heat is produced
phire crystals are miscut to some degree. The in the center of the resistive heating tantalum plate (the dashed
crystal was cleaned ultrasonically in acetone and line square shows the position of the sample), where it contacts

the area of the back of the clear window on the sample.rinsed with pure methanol and dried with flowing
nitrogen. About 4000 Å of b-tantalum were sput-
tered (in a 90% Ar and 10% N2 atmosphere) on into the chamber for 2 min ( p=10−4 Torr) and

switched on a Tesla coil connected to the head ofto the unpolished face to provide a high electrical
conductivity path for resistive heating [13]. The the high voltage electrical feedthrough for 3 min

to oxidize carbon contamination on the surfacepolished face of the crystal was also covered with
Ta except for a window with a diameter of 6.0 mm via an oxygen plasma [14]. The process of cleaning

was monitored by taking an AES spectrum andat the center of crystal. The surface Ta film also
serves to help reduce surface charging as well as measuring the size of the carbon peak [15] and

repeated until no further change occurred. In thebeing used for resistive heating. The crystal was
clamped in a wing-shaped piece of tantalum metal final stages of the cleaning, we found that there

was a trace of carbon on the spectrum that could(0.025 mm thick), and the sides of the wing were
fixed between grooves in the Ta bars of holder not be removed under our conditions (Fig. 7).

After a final cleaning of the sample by exposing(Fig. 6). A W/Re thermocouple was attached to
the surface, at the top of the clear window, with a it to an oxygen plasma (2.5×10−6 Torr for

1.0 min) and resistive heating (850°C for 3.0 min),high-temperature ceramic adhesive. After cleaning,
the holder was mounted on a manipulator in a the sample was arranged to face the LEED/Auger

optics again. We experienced considerable diffi-UHV system equipped with LEED/Auger hemi-
spherical electron optics. The system was located culty with charging when attempting to observe

LEED patterns. Depending upon the degree ofinside a cubic Helmholtz coil to reduce the influ-
ence of external magnetic fields. charging, the pattern could be distorted and an

aurora-type phenomenon appeared on the LEEDAfter baking to 120°C for 48 h with an external
molecular drag pump running, the pressure screen. After much trial and error, it was found

that the most effective way to reduce chargingdropped to 5×10−5 Torr after the temperature of
the chamber had returned to 60°C. One day after effects was to focus the LEED beam close to the

edge of the clear window on the specimen close tobaking, using the ion pump in parallel with a
Ti-sublimation pump, the pressure dropped to the the surrounding Ta film. This tactic apparently

allows charge to drain effectively from the sample.stable 2.0×10−9 Torr range. The sample initially
was heated resistively using a temperature pro- Starting from a low energy, we were restricted to

a minimum of 78 eV under our conditions. If wegrammer to 500°C. We then injected oxygen
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Fig. 7. Auger spectrum of a-Al2O3 after oxygen plasma clean-
ing. The various regions of the spectrum represent (a) Al LVV
(~56 eV ); (b) C KLL (~270 eV ); (c) O KVV (~506 eV ); and
(d) Al KLL (~1366 eV ). The trace of carbon on the surface
decreased during cleaning but was not removed completely. The
absolute positions of peaks depend upon the degree of sur-
face charging.

Fig. 8. Representation of two diffraction patterns observed on
changed the electron energy inversely (from high (0001) aluminum oxide crystal (a) (1×1), and (b) (E3×E3)

R±30°; (c) exploded view of a part of the coincidence latticeto low energy), the lowest attainable energy at
(E31×E31)R±9° pattern found upon heating to abovewhich diffraction could be observed due to charg-
1200°C.ing was about 58 eV. The main effect of charging

under these conditions is to shift the zero of the
LEED pattern (Fig. 8a). Heating further to lessvoltage scale in the I(V ) curves. Fortunately, this
than a 1000°C resulted in a weak (E3×E3)R30°quantity is effectively a parameter to be determined
pattern (Fig. 8b). Further heating beyond 1100°Cby shifts in the inner potential used in the calcula-
yielded the complex pattern shown in Fig. 8c andtions and so is not a cause of concern.
was indexed as (E31×E31)±tan (E3/11). TheOne result of charging that was of more concern
(1×1) pattern was regained by cooling thewas that in order to observe stable LEED patterns,

we were unable to work at normal incidence. Most (E31×E31) structure in oxygen. Subsequent heat
treatments for 2 min at 750°C improve the intensityLEED studies occur at normal incidence to cut

down on the computational complexity. We were and sharpness of the (1×1) pattern. These obser-
vations are consistent with those described in theforced by circumstances to carry out long compu-

tations associated with off-normal incidence, but literature [1–4].
Images of the moderately sharp (1×1) patternthis actually turned out to have a beneficial side-

effect. The polar angle of the incident beam with were recorded at 303 K using a computer-con-
trolled video camera/image capture board (Oculusrespect to the surface normal, h, and azimuthal

angle between the crystal x-axis and the projection 200) over an energy range of 80–190 eV at 2 eV
intervals. These images were stored directly on theof the incident beam on the crystal surface, w, were

found using the method of Cunningham and hard disk of the computer. The recording time was
less than 10 min per dataset. Several sets of dataWeinberg [16 ] to be h=8.8° and w=−31.0°. This

azimuthal angle is coincidentally very close to the with different sample positions and camera gain
adjustments were collected and stored. Sets ofstep direction (w=−30.0°) as shown in Fig. 5.

We observed three types of LEED pattern. stored data were analyzed using a new image
processing program [17] to extract I(V ) curves.Heating to less than 750°C produced a (1×1)
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short or that were excessively noisy, we were left
with a set of 10 beams from the original set of 20
beams that were used in the structure determina-
tion. The total energy range of all the beams was
1000 eV.

5. Calculations

LEED calculations need atomic phase shifts as
a function of angular momentum. Although values
are tabulated for elements, phase shifts do vary
with oxidation state and the structure of the solid.
We recalculated Al and O phase shifts for the

Fig. 9. Experimental positions of 20 spots in (1×1) LEED
Al2O3 structure for both neutral and ionic atomspattern from the (0001) surface of a-Al2O3 at h=8.8° and w=
using the phase-shift programs supplied in the−31.0°, showing the reciprocal lattice vectors. The dashed line
TLEED package [9]. The value of the exchangeshows the symmetry plane present due to steps (see text).

parameter in the SCF-Xa method was obtained
from Ref. [18]. Other initial parameters for the
LEED calculation were:

Vor=20.0 eV, Voi=−6.0 eV;

hD(Al )=420 K, hD(O)=1217 K.

For primary energies above 90 eV, the shapes of
the resulting I(V ) curves and the resulting R-
factors were less sensitive to the details of the
construction of the phase shifts – the muffin-tin
radii, exchange parameter and starting wavefunc-
tions (ionic or neutral atom) – than to small
changes in the structural model. Some problems
with non-convergence occurred at very low ener-
gies when purely ionic occupation of the atomic
orbitals was used in the phase shifts calculation.

The oxygen and aluminum atoms were orga-
Fig. 10. I(V ) curves from two symmetrically related sets of nized in terms of composite layers that contain
experimental beams from alumina (0001). more than one atom per two-dimensional unit cell.

The crystal is built up of such composite layers
The I(V ) curves of the 20 beams shown in Fig. 9 containing up to 10 atomic sublayers each (sublay-
were recorded. ers can be coplanar). The surface contains 10

Examination of these off-normal I(V ) curves symmetrically distinct atomic sublayers arranged
(Fig. 10) indeed revealed the presence of a extra in six physical layers for the A reference structure;
plane of symmetry (Fig. 9) in the pattern resulting seven atoms in five physical layers for termination
from incidence along the step direction that pro- B; and six atoms in four physical layers for ter-
duces averaged contributions from domains related mination C (see Fig. 4 and Table 1). The bulk
by a (c/6) step as detailed earlier. Fig. 10 shows crystal was constructed of three repeats of an
that the (1,0) and (0,1:), (1: ,2) and (2:,1), and other A-type termination with appropriate offsets.
pairs of beams are clearly symmetry-related. After The presence of the extra symmetry induced by

steps means that symmetrically equivalent pairs ofrejecting beams with energy ranges that were too
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Table 1
Coordinates used for the O-terminated alumina (0001) refer-
ence structure Aa

Atom Dx (Å) Dy (Å) Dz (Å)

O1 −1.4685 0.0000 0.0000
O2 0.7343 −1.2718 0.0000
O3 0.7343 1.2718 0.0000
Al1 2.3793 −1.3737 0.8426
Al2 0.0000 0.0000 1.3224
O4 1.6540 −0.1019 2.1650
O5 1.6540 −2.6455 2.1650
O6 3.8478 −1.3737 2.1650
Al3 0.0000 −2.7474 3.0076
Al4 2.3793 −1.3737 3.4873

aPositive z values correspond to displacements into the bulk.
Atom labels correspond to those used in Fig. 5.

theoretical beams had to be averaged before com-
parison with experiment.

Fig. 11. Comparison of experimental I(V ) curves for theFor each of our reference surface terminations,
averaged (1:0) beam from (0001) alumina with the results ofwe used the latest TLEED codes [9] to compute
the optimized TLEED calculation for an Al-terminated,theoretical LEED intensities. These were compared
O-terminated surface and a mixture of the two terminations.

with the experimental values in a directed search
using the Pendry R-factor [19] in which the coordi- mediocre R-factors of 0.42 and 0.43, respectively.
nates of all the atoms and the inner potential were Representative examples of the fit of experiment
allowed to vary. The TLEED formalism is an and theory for the averaged (1:0) beam from the
approximation that is accurate for atomic move- single termination structures are shown as part
ments of the order of 0.4 Å. If the best-fit structure of Fig. 11.
was found to show atom movements of this order, The atomic displacements for the A-reference
the original reference structure was changed and structure (O-terminated) are shown in Table 2.
the calculation repeated. This procedure helps to The movements are all relatively small. Here, the
avoid the calculations becoming stuck in false top set of O layers has moved out about 0.06 Å
minima. and twisted laterally. The Al atoms in the first

bilayer (Al 1/2) have moved closer to coplanarity.
The movements in deeper layers are all less

6. Results than 0.1 A. The atomic displacements for the
C-reference structure (Al-terminated) shown in

6.1. Single termination surfaces Table 3 indicate that the topmost Al2 layer has
moved about 0.1 Å outward from the triplet of O

The result of the TLEED calculations for the atoms below it, increasing the spacing between
Al-bilayer (B) structure produced R-factors R>0.7 these two layers to about 0.96 Å. Atoms Al3 and
for any reasonable displacements from the original Al4 have become closer to coplanar, whereas the
reference structure. As Pendry R-factors of less O1–3 triplet has twisted laterally.
than 0.5 are normal for a moderate or better
agreement of theory and experimental values, this 6.2. Surfaces with mixed terminations
structure was not pursued further. The R-factors
for the TLEED optimized O-terminated (A) and The similar mediocre level of agreement of either

the Al- or O-terminated single termination struc-Al-terminated (C) structures gave similar
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Table 2
The optimized TLEED structure for alumina (0001) starting
from the O-terminated reference structure A given as displace-
ments from the initial coordinates of Table 1a

O-terminated (A): RP=0.42, Vor=20.6 eV

Atom Dx (Å) Dx (Å) Dz (Å)

O1 −0.142 0.030 −0.062
O2 0.047 −0.138 −0.062
O3 0.096 0.109 −0.062
Al1 0.000 0.000 0.010
Al2 0.000 0.000 −0.112
O4 0.070 −0.049 0.004
O5 −0.007 0.085 0.004
O6 −0.077 −0.036 0.004
Al3 0.000 0.000 0.027
Al4 0.000 0.000 0.005

aPositive z displacements (Dz) correspond to displacements into
the bulk. Atom labels correspond to those used in Fig. 5.

Fig. 12. Variation of the Pendry R-factor for TLEED calcula-
Table 3

tions for (0001) alumina with the weighting ratio Al/O for a
The optimized TLEED structure for alumina (0001) starting

mixture of Al and O-terminated domains.
from the Al-terminated reference structure C given as displace-
ments from the initial coordinates of Table 1a

value of Al/O=0.5 may depend upon the stepAl-terminated (C): RP=0.42, Vor=20.0 eV
distribution.

Atom Dx (Å) Dy (Å) Dz (Å) For this mixed structure, all the diffracted beams
give good individual R-factors, the largest beingAl1 0.000 0.000 −0.127
0.34. Fig. 11 shows how the fit of the (1: ,0) beamO1 −0.237 −0.002 −0.034

O2 0.117 −0.198 −0.034 seen already for single-termination structures
O3 0.121 0.204 −0.034 changes for the mixed termination surface. The
Al2 0.000 0.000 0.059 changes are subtle and underscore the need for an
Al3 0.000 0.000 −0.192

R-factor analysis that includes many beams. Other
examples of the fit for a 2:1 O/Al weighted surfaceaPositive z displacements (Dz) correspond to displacements into

the bulk. Atom labels correspond to those used in Fig. 5. are shown in Fig. 13. Here, we show the fit to the
experiment for beams that have various levels of
agreement. The (12:) beam shows a very goodtures indicates that perhaps a mixture of termina-

tions is occurring. Starting from the optimized agreement with RP=0.22. The (00) beam appears
to the eye to fit less well than the (12:) and has asingle domain O-terminated structure, the R-factor

drops sharply as small amounts of the Al- higher RP=0.26. The (2:0) beam appears to fit
very well to the experiment but has a relativelyterminated surface are included (Fig. 12). The R-

factor continues to drop until it reaches a minimum poor value of RP=0.34. The contradiction
between the optical and R-factor fits for the (00)value of 0.26 at a 2:1 O/Al-terminated surface

weighting. Increasing the amount of Al-terminated and (2:0) beams may be due to the higher noise
level in the (2:0) beam.surface beyond this value leads to an increase in

the R-factor back towards the all Al-terminated The final coordinates of atoms in Al and
O-terminated regions of the 2:1 mixed surfacevalue of 0.42. However, the R-factor remains at

very good values of 0.26–0.28 for Al/O ratios as model are gathered in Table 4. Atom movements
are generally less than 0.3 Å. In the Al-terminatedlow as 0.25 to values as high as 1.0, so the best-fit
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region, the topmost Al atom has moved out from
the underlying oxygen layer, in which the O 1–3
atoms have twisted clockwise. In the next Al
bilayer, the Al atoms have separated somewhat.
In the O-terminated region, the topmost O and Al
atom layers have also moved outwards compared
to the reference structure. The lower O atom layers
have very small shifts in the normal direction. The
O atoms in this region all show some twists in the
(x, y) plane. A consideration of the variation of
the R-factor as a function of the displacement
away from the minimum R-factor structure shows
that the sensitivity to changes in atom positions
varies markedly from atom to atom. In both the
O- and Al-terminated regions, the sensitivity to
small structural changes is, as expected, greatest
for those atoms closest to the surface and in the

Fig. 13. Comparison of experimental I(V ) curves for the normal direction. Moving the topmost atoms in
averaged (12:), (00) and (2:0) beams from (0001) alumina with both regions as little as 0.1 Å increases the R-
the results of the optimized TLEED calculation for a mixture

factor by 0.1. However, movement of atoms in theof Al and O-terminated domains.
bottom layers of the surface structure by the same
amount leads to R-factor increases of 0.02 or less.

Table 4
If we assume that the R-factor must change by atThe optimized TLEED structure for alumina (0001) for 2:1
least 0.05 to be a significant change, then we canmixed domains of O-terminated reference structure A and

Al-terminated reference structure C given as displacements from expect that the final coordinates of the topmost
the initial coordinates of Table 1a atoms are correct to 0.05 Å, but the coordinates

of atoms in lower layers may well be in error by
2:1 mixture O- (A) and Al-terminated (C):

as much as 0.1 Å. The optimized inner potentialRP=0.26, Vor=19.2 eV
shifts only very slightly to 19.2 eV.

Atom Dx (Å) Dy (Å) Dz (Å)

O-terminated domain
7. DiscussionO1 −0.170 0.028 −0.123

O2 0.061 −0.161 −0.123
O3 0.109 0.133 −0.123 A number of theoretical investigations of the
Al1 0.000 0.000 −0.099 alumina (0001) surface have appeared in the litera-
Al2 0.000 0.000 −0.110 ture [5–8]. The usual approach in these studies is
O4 0.286 0.207 −0.006

to cleave an alumina crystal to produce one of theO5 −0.322 0.144 −0.006
terminations A–C used here and minimize theO6 0.036 −0.351 −0.006

Al3 0.000 0.000 −0.020 energy of the system. Inherent in this process is the
Al4 0.000 0.000 −0.069 production of a second cleavage surface. Only one

Al-terminated domain type of cleavage produces two identical surfaces –
Al1 0.000 0.000 −0.203

that which results in a C-termination with a singleO1 −0.271 0.077 0.045
surface Al layer. Other cleavages produce mixturesO2 0.069 −0.273 0.045

O3 0.202 0.196 0.045 of A and B-type termination on the two cleavage
Al2 0.000 0.000 −0.001 planes. Local-density calculations [6 ] predict the
Al3 0.000 0.000 0.273 Al-terminated C surface to be the most stable. Only

this surface is autocompensated [20] – that is chemi-aPositive z displacements correspond to displacements into the
bulk. Atom labels correspond to those used in Fig. 5. cally stable and charge-neutral. As a result, theorists
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Table 5 showed a poorer agreement with experimental
Theoretical predictions of the normal relaxation Dz1 (Å) of the data.
outer Al layer of an Al-terminated C structure for alumina

The good agreement between the calculations(0001)a
and the experiment gives us confidence that a

Theoretical method Dz1 (Å) Reference mixed O/Al-terminated surface is the correct
description of this surface. It is possible that the

Hartree-Fock −0.4 [5]
surface is actually a more complex structure thanLocal density 0.1 [6 ]
that derived from these simple model referencePseudopotentials −0.7 [7]

Tight-binding −0.7 [8] structures, although any reconstruction must pre-
serve the (1×1) symmetry. Information from

aNegative values of Dz1 correspond to a contraction of the top other experimental techniques such as atomic force
interlayer spacing relative to an unrelaxed surface.

microscopy or ion scattering would be useful to
confirm our structure.

have concentrated on this surface. The results,
shown in Table 5, uniformly predict a contraction
of the top Al layer by 0.4–0.7 Å. Contraction of 8. Conclusion
the latter magnitude results in an almost coplanar
Al–O surface layer and tends to minimize the A tensor LEED determination of the (0001)
classical electric dipole moment of the top atomic surface of a-Al2O3 produced by oxygen
layers. cleaning/annealing cycles indicates that surfaces

Clearly, the theoretical predictions of a con- with a single type of atom termination give only
tracted Al-terminated surface are at odds with our mediocre agreement with experiment. A mixture
result. However, these calculations do not consider of Al and O-terminated domains gives good
the same surface as that used in our experiment. agreement (Pendry R-factor=0.26) with experi-
Theory assumes that the alumina crystal has been ment. Our data indicate that in either case, the
cleaved in vacuo to produce the most stable pair outermost atomic layer relaxes outward, with some
of (0001) surfaces. Whereas this is a theoretically twisting and relief of buckling in deeper layers. An
desirable approach, the reality is that alumina outward relaxation of the top layer is in dis-
crystals cannot be cleaved along (0001). agreement with theoretical predictions. However,
Weiderhorn [21] found that he could not produce such predictions are for vacuum-cleaved surfaces
a (0001) fracture surface because the crack propa- that are not realistic models for the surface
gated along lower energy fracture surfaces instead obtained in our experiment.
of (0001).

It is difficult to visualize an experiment that
would accurately mimic the fracture conditions Acknowledgements
envisaged in the theoretical investigations. As frac-
ture surfaces of alumina (0001) cannot be prepared We would like to thank Dr Michel Van Hove
experimentally, the only surface accessible to the (LBL) for assistance with the TLEED codes and
experiment is that prepared using the cleaning Prof. Arthur Sleight and Dr Matthews Hall (OSU )
procedures that we employed. Thus, our experi- for providing the facilities for Ta sputtering.
ments address the structure of a real alumina
surface, whereas theoretical investigations have
used unrealistic surfaces. Our results further indi-
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